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Fun and adventure await you aboard a Tanks-A-Lot diving charter for an exciting day of diving in the Gulf of Mexico. Equipment Time to Experience Activity Half Day Add Trip Favorites Removed and 95 Reviews Nealham12 | 23.12.2020 A big day of diving. A beautiful boat that is clean and well
maintained. More importantly, the crew working on the boat is absolutely amazing. The captain and the Divemaster were both extremely... Read all the reviews on TripAdvisor 3 travel in, I can't say enough good things about the tanks much operation. Locations: Each trip has been in a new location so far,
including a combination of massive artificial reefs and natural ledges along the coast (they also make wrecks). Although this is not the great barrier reef, the diversity of life along these areas has been incredible, with many interesting fish, corals, crustaceans, echinoderms and an occasional shark. Pictures
from their Facebook page can give you a quick idea of the diversity that can be seen here. So far, Captain Ryan has gone 5 for 5 in selecting great websites based on visibility, avoiding other ships in the area and surfing. If he encounters a smaller groin or reef, he will usually move the boat to another reef
or bump for the second dive. On Board Experience: From the beginning, the crew will be happy to help you as little or as much as you need to board and set up your equipment. The security briefing is professional, the snacks &amp; water are plentiful (often also freshly cut fruit), the crew will be happy to
help you unmister your mask, store your bag, change an O-ring, share a drama mine and help you with your equipment. DiveMaster'ing: So far, DM Gage has helped a lot to make the dives run smoothly. His photographic skills are awesome (as they post great underwater travel pictures online for you on
the same day), and he was quite helpful by pointing out interesting marine life including a massive nurse shark on my last trip. He is always happy to help with the removal of fins (excuse for the unintentional kick when removing last time), usually hovers underwater with the camera that captures the awe of
the dive, and was nice enough to recover my snorkel. Nevertheless, via Facebook other photographers on my travels were great at posting pictures as well as helping to preserve the memories. Cost: Given the low water off the coast and how far we normally have to travel to get out, I'm definitely fine with
the prices (from this rating 80 dollars for a 2-tank trip for non-wrecks, 10 USD/air tank, 15 USD/Nitrox tank, 65 for the complete equipment rental package w. Mask/Fins/Boots/bc/reg/wetsuit/etc.). Always good to tip the DM at least 10 dollars, making it a reasonably affordable day on the water. Parking at
the marina is free of charge. Fun and adventure await you aboard a Tanks-A-Lot diving charter for an exciting day of diving in the Gulf of Mexico. To Jump To Primary Navigation On the Content Jump to Foot Here book now book 2-Tank Diving at the Circle of Heroes starting at 100 dollars 5-6 hours | Age
10+ sea turtles, Queen Angles, eagle rays, butterflies, amberjack schools, and more as we dive over 30 popular places like Veterans Reef, Table Top, Roube Allyn Reef and the new Circle of Heroes Dive Site. Click here to book now! Book now! Click here to learn more about us Diving fun and diving
adventures await you aboard Cantankerous. Tanks-A-Lot Dive Charter is the longest running dive charter in the bay and the ONLY Coast Guard Certified dive boat. Come come on, experience everything the Gulf has to offer, from Goliath players, eagle rays and turtles to frogfish, aerocrabs and a variety of
bennies and nudibranchs. Our dive boat charters and diving trips are designed to maximize your diving fun, safety and comfort. Click here to book now! Book now! Discover these ★★★★★ of TripAdvisor Reviews! Booked two dives for me and my two guys (15 &amp; 13) Capt. Mike and Divemaster Eric
were fantastic time to engage with everyone and they feel welcome and relaxed. Dived the Circle of Heroes and then the Three Barges. The boys loved to see the barges with a lot of life, all in all a great day. – Alex B., TripAdvisor This is really the best choice for diving in this area. You will put you on the
best places of the day every time. Captain Ryan and Seth really know their business. You know each of the pages and which to choose on a specific day or state. Local knowledge is priceless. – Jennie Y., TripAdvisor A very pleasant experience. The diving masters were very knowledgeable and helpful.
The water was warm and clear and there was a lot to see for the approximately one hour dives. A great trip for new divers who want to practice open water diving. – Stephen S., TripAdvisor Had a great diving experience with Capt. Pete &amp; Instructor Seth aboard the CanTankerous. We made the circle
of heroes, which was wonderful. Beautiful warm water and relaxed, super safe &amp; simple conditions. Highly recommend these big guys! Thank you (TANKS!) – Dominic S., TripAdvisor enjoyed a great dive with this crew! It's nice to go on a boat without people spearfishing all the time. Could just relax in
the water and enjoy the scenery. Captain &amp; DM knew about the dive sites and made sure everyone had a great dive! – Dave S., TripAdvisor Was on two dive days with Tanks A Lot, and both were the biggest dives of my life. My biggest dream has always been to dive with sharks, and that happened
on the first trip! Wouldn't have thought that anything could surpass that, and then the second trip happened! Have dive with more sharks than I could count, and really my biggest dream came true! – Ariel C., Tanks-A-Lot Dive Charters has been in the dive business for almost 25 years and is all in the same
place. Our captains have extensive boating experience in the Tampa Bay and Clearwater area and most have booted boats all their lives. They all love to dive when they are not behind the wheel and many are also Experts n different agencies. Most importantly, they love being on the Gulf of Mexico and
doing diving charters. Our dive guides also represent the various diving agencies and many of them are also instructors. They are very familiar with the gulf waters and our various dive sites. You will do your best to ensure that you have a safe and memorable diving trip. We specialize in sightseeing and
photography trips to our beautiful artificial reefs, natural lits and wrecks. In order to maintain our sensitive environment, spear fishing or the collection of creatures on board the Tank-A-Lot submersible charter boat is not allowed. Boat Location 198 Seminole St. Clearwater, Fl 33755 We are located next to
the public Seminole boat ramp, behind Wet Lines Tackle Shop. When you book, you will receive an automated email with the address and parking instructions listed below. If you pull in you go all the way to the end. You will see boat ramps on the left and Wet Lines bait and tackle buildings on the right. We
are behind the bait shop. You can go directly through them to us. The boats are located on the floating docks behind Wet Lines. You can temporarily park in front of Wet Lines or the gate after Wet Lines unload your equipment and bring it into the gate. We take the boats to the floating dock, which is
located behind Wet Lines. If you rent equipment or tanks on a diving trip, we will bring them with you. On fishing trips everything will be on the boat. After unloading your cars/trucks, you can park anywhere on the fence or the larger plots you passed when you moved into the boat ramp. You have just
started charging for parking. It's 10 dollars for the whole day or if you have the Park Mobile app, it's significantly cheaper. You can download the app to your phone if you don't have it. Park Mobile is used in clearwater, Clearwater Beach, Tampa, basically the entire bar area for street and parking. You will
need a credit card and your license plate to link them. If you have a rental car, you can change the license plates after you turn on the car. KSK Marina Ships Warehouse is the large white building and inside they have sodas, ice cream, snacks and other basic goods that you need in case you have
forgotten them. Capt Tj. Services Our crew has been diving and boating for several years than we would like to admit. We enjoy being in and around the water. So any excuse to get into the water is a good thing for us. In addition to our diving charter in the Gulf of Mexico, we offer various other services.
These include: dignified scattering of cremated remains (human or pet-like), captain for private or cruises on the Intracoastal Waterway to local restaurants, underwater still or video photography, diving lessons, diving trips to other places within the state, in the U.S. or internationally, diving skills workshops
and probably some services we haven't thought of yet. Social networks Networks can follow Tanks-A-Lot dive charter on various social networking sites. We are on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Flickr. Follow us and get updates on our diving trips, weather and notifications when diving photos &amp;
videos are posted on our website. Come with the fun! Fun!
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